







I’m  not  sure  how  to  best  showcase  to  you  this





consultancy project  in  the education sector were among  the high­learning points of  this  course.




India.  I  realised  that  sitting  in  my  London  apartment  that  summer  and  typing  out  the  thesis,
chatting  with  my  batch  mates  (now  lovely  long­distance  friends)  would  be  among  the  best
moments of my life. Little did I realise that in addition to that, in less than a month of being back
home  (India),  i’d  be  hired  by  a  Trust  that  is  aligned  towards  the  goal  of  financial  inclusion.
Moreover, I’d be asked to manage a water and sanitation project!
Currently,  I  am  working  for  a  for­profit  company  called  ‘IFMR Rural  Channels’  that  acts  as  an
implementation  service  delivery  unit  for  the  IFMR  Trust  and  engages  with  community  in  rural
remotes part of  the country  to set up  its  indigenous and hybrid banking model called KGFS. As
part of the ‘Development and Strategic Alliances’ team, I am looking at strengthening this business
model by developing horizontal  linkages with  the community  (or hopefully another  self­sufficient






because then,  just  like me, you might  think  in retrospect  to realise and value the  incredible year
LSE has given to me!
About the MSc Development Management






The 6th DESTIN Society Industry Dinner (March 2015)
Student Experience: Cumberland Lodge, More Than An Academic Getaway (Nov 2014)
Student Experience: An IDHE trip to Geneva (June 2014)
Student Experience: Building logical frameworks for development projects (Nov 2014)
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Consultancy Project Presentation at the Houses of Parliament (June 2014)
Student Experience: Sebastian Sahla, MSc Development Management (May 2014)
Student Experience: Megan Dold, MSc Development Management 2011/12 (Jan 2014)
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